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HOW TO BE.IOTI5IBEB

"For what is a man profited if he shall gain the
whole world and lose his own soul?"

-Matthew 16:26

If there is one principle which is an imperative to Ban's °Tr^^eaceful
existence in society, it is the principle of private property. Lacking th-s
pSnclple orderliness would be replaced with anarchy, and peace wxth continualSict! ^nou shalt not steal" is a recognition of this h^n necessity. There
is only one other alternative and that is an absolute dictatorship by one manora
small troup of men who claijn that everything belongs to everyone end they will hold
anTadSnister all property for the good of all. We have witnessed enough histoly
to know that the consequences of the latter alternative are disastrous to the
human spirito

Because private property is an essential element of freedom and order, we have
set up a legal system with which to protect private property and secure individuals
in their possessions. Aman must have certain possessions ii he is to live at alio
Possessions bring great advantages to life. They can promote heal^a^°^^nno
certain measure of comfort and security in many areas of life. Neither possessions,
nor monev, which represents potential possessions, arc evil in Lhemse±v*es.
Certainly Jesus did not say that they were, and what Paul said was not -chat money
was the root of all evil, but that the "love of money is the root of all cvilo

The conclusion, therefore, can be stated in this fashion, that possessions are
not evil, but possessiveness is. When we think most deeply about the matter we know
that this conclusion is a valid one. Think of the conqueror who tries to waster
the world. What does he inherit but trouble, worry, and the necessity of defending
himself against other would-be conquerors? He can never possibly possess what he
captures. He can never live in peace and security. Think of the miser who accurami-
lates great wealth. He never possesses it in any real sense. He has lost his
freedom to use his money because his money now possesses him. Think of your own
personal experience when you have wanted something with an almost cove-oous desire
and finally obtained it. How quickly its desirability palls. Was not William Dean
Howells correct:

"See how today's achievement is only tomorrow's confusion;
See how possession always cheapens the thing that was precious."

Possessions are not in themselves evil, but contribute to a good and wholesome
life if a man has a proper attitude toward possessions. It is the spirit of posses
siveness that is evil.

n

The reason possessiveness is evil is that more than anything else it prevents
men from living freely and nobly as God intended. It causes a man's soul to shrivel
rather than to grow. It shuts out the light of truth arid goodness, ana Euces a
man's attention on that which is least worthy of attention.










